In this paper strictly irreducible »-representations of Banach »-algebras and the positive functionals associated with these representations are studied.
Introduction.
Let A be a Banach »-algebra, and let a -» Aa) be a representation of A on a Hubert space K. A subspace X C H is 77-invariant if nia) X C X for every a £ A. The representation 27 is irreducible if n is nonzero and the only closed 77-invariant subspaces of K are K and Í0i-n is strictly irreduc- H is always a Hilbert space and JkK) is the algebra of all bounded operators on si.
2. Necessary and sufficient conditions for a pure slate to be strictly pure.
When a £ 7, the quotient space A -Ka is an inner product space with inner product defined by (a + Ka, b + Ka) = a(b*a). Let \a + K J 2 = (a + Ka,a + K^ = a(a*a) 2. We prove that a pure state a of A is strictly pure if and only ii A -K is complete in the norm \a + K \ . Given any a e A, (1) |fl*zz| = |zz|2 for all a e A.
(2) \a(a)\ <M(a)\a\ whenever aef, a £ A.
(3) The »-radical of A is the set of all a £ A such that |zü| = 0. See [8, p. Proof. For convenience we assume in the proof that A is reduced (i.e. the »-radical of A is 0). This assumption can be made with no loss of generality.
In this case | • | is a norm on A with the B*-property by (1) and (3) We are now in a position to answer Question 2 affirmatively when a. is assumed to be a strictly pure state of A. 
